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Independent Auditor’s Report 
 
To the readers of  
Wilson School’s 
Financial statements 
For the year ended 31 December 2020 

 
The Auditor-General is the auditor of Wilson School (the School).  The Auditor-General has appointed me, 
Brendon Foy, using the staff and resources of RSM Hayes Audit, to carry out the audit of the financial 
statements of the School on his behalf.   

Opinion 

We have audited the financial statements of the School on pages 2 to 22, that comprise the statement of 
financial position as at 31 December 2020, the statement of comprehensive revenue and expense, statement of 
changes in net assets/equity and statement of cash flows for the year ended on that date, and the notes to the 
financial statements that include accounting policies and other explanatory information. 

In our opinion the financial statements of the School:  

 present fairly, in all material respects: 

- its financial position as at 31 December 2020; and 

- its financial performance and cash flows for the year then ended; and 

 comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand in accordance with Public 
Sector Public Benefit Entity (PBE) Standards Reduced Disclosure Regime. 

Our audit was completed on 28 May 2021.  This is the date at which our opinion is expressed. 

The basis for our opinion is explained below.  In addition, we outline the responsibilities of the Board and our 
responsibilities relating to the financial statements, we comment on other information, and we explain our 
independence. 

Basis of opinion 

We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which incorporate the 
Professional and Ethical Standards and the International Standards on Auditing (New Zealand) issued by the 
New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.  Our responsibilities under those standards are further 
described in the Responsibilities of the auditor section of our report. 

We have fulfilled our responsibilities in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards.  

We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our 
opinion. 

 

 

  



 

Responsibilities of the Board for the financial statements  

The Board is responsible on behalf of the School for preparing financial statements that are fairly presented and 
that comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand.  The Board of Trustees is responsible 
for such internal control as it determines is necessary to enable it to prepare financial statements that are free 
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.  

In preparing the financial statements, the Board is responsible on behalf of the School for assessing the 
School’s ability to continue as a going concern.  The Board is also responsible for disclosing, as applicable, 
matters related to going concern and using the going concern basis of accounting, unless there is an intention to 
close or merge the School, or there is no realistic alternative but to do so. 

The Board’s responsibilities, in terms of the requirements of the Education and Training Act 2020, arise from 
section 87 of the Education Act 1989. 

Responsibilities of the auditor for the audit of the financial statements  

Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements, as a whole, are free 
from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our 
opinion.  

Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit carried out in 
accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement when it 
exists.  Misstatements are differences or omissions of amounts or disclosures, and can arise from fraud or error.  
Misstatements are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to 
influence the decisions of readers taken on the basis of these financial statements. 

For the budget information reported in the financial statements, our procedures were limited to checking that the 
information agreed to the School’s approved budget. 

We did not evaluate the security and controls over the electronic publication of the financial statements.  

As part of an audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, we exercise professional 
judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit.  Also: 

 We identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to 
fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence 
that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.  The risk of not detecting a material 
misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve 
collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control. 

 We obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures 
that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 
effectiveness of the School’s internal control. 

 We evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 
estimates and related disclosures made by the Board. 

 We conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of accounting by the Board 
and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or 
conditions that may cast significant doubt on the School’s ability to continue as a going concern.  If we 
conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to 
the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our 
opinion.  Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s 
report.  However, future events or conditions may cause the School to cease to continue as a going 
concern. 



 

 We evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the 
disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a 
manner that achieves fair presentation. 

 We assess the risk of material misstatement arising from the Novopay payroll system, which may still 
contain errors.  As a result, we carried out procedures to minimise the risk of material errors arising from 
the system that, in our judgement, would likely influence readers’ overall understanding of the financial 
statements. 

We communicate with the Board regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and 
significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.  

Our responsibilities arise from the Public Audit Act 2001. 

Other information 

The Board of Trustees is responsible for the other information.  The other information includes the statement of 
responsibility, board member list, analysis of variance and kiwisport report but does not include the financial 
statements, and our auditor’s report thereon. 

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express any form of 
audit opinion or assurance conclusion thereon. 

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information.  In 
doing so, we consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements or 
our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated.  If, based on our work, we 
conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report that fact.  We 
have nothing to report in this regard. 

Independence 

We are independent of the School in accordance with the independence requirements of the Auditor-General’s 
Auditing Standards, which incorporate the independence requirements of Professional and Ethical Standard 1: 
International Code of Ethics for Assurance Practitioners issued by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance 
Standards Board.   

Other than the audit, we have no relationship with or interests in Wilson School.  

 

 

 

 

 
Brendon Foy  
RSM Hayes Audit 
On behalf of the Auditor-General 
Auckland, New Zealand 
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   CHARTER & STRATEGIC DIRECTION 

 
                       2019 – 2021 

                OUR MISSION STATEMENT  
Wilson School in partnership with families 
and/or whánau will provide individualised 
specialist education to support students to 
strive to meet their full potential.   
 

 

OUR VISION 
Every learner at Wilson School will always 
have opportunities to a quality of life where 
they are able to communicate, have and make 
choices, develop life skills, participate in their 
community and be valuable members of 
society. 

OUR AIMS 

• Provide a safe and nurturing 
environment 

• Uphold a culturally responsive 
environment for our diverse 
population 

• Foster and encourage independence 

• Recognise every student as a learner 

• Every student will have an effective 
communication system 

• Embrace digital technologies to 
support students learning  

WILSON SCHOOL VALUES: 
                 AKO: Learner     
       
Acceptance, Knowledge, Opportunities 
                   

OUR SPECIAL CHARACTER 
Wilson School is a state school that caters for the 
learning and care of students with a range of abilities 
and disabilities between the ages of 5-21 years of age 
from varied and dynamic multicultural backgrounds.  
The school embraces a totally holistic approach to 
learning with the support of professionals including 
teachers, therapists, specialists and support staff.  
Students are taught at either the base school in St. 
Leonards Road or in one of the satellite classes in a 
mainstream host school. 
Learners at Wilson School will have opportunities, 
through a multidisciplinary approach, to engage and 
achieve in a caring, inclusive and safe environment. 
 

OUR MOTTO 

ENGAGE, BELIEVE, ACHIEVE  

Strategic Goal 1:  STUDENT LEARNING AND ENGAGEMENT   
All students will be recognised as learners, who have access to the curriculum, that is 
differentiated to their needs, to ensure their success and will be supported to do so. 

 

 

Strategic Goal 2:  STAFF 
All staff will work collaboratively in an interdisciplinary and interschool approach to support, 
share and learn. 
 

 

Strategic Goal 3:  CULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT 
Our learning community will work in partnership with whánau/families and the wider 
community to provide a safe, caring, supportive and culturally responsive environment 
which ensures well-being for all. 
 
 
 

1.1 Every student will have an individualised programme developed in collaboration with their 
family to work towards their hopes and aspirations. 
1.2 Every student will be assessed using relevant assessment tools to support their learning. 
1.3 Every student will have their voice heard through an effective communication system to 
support their engagement and communication. 
1.4 Every student will be supported to develop as digitally capable thinkers, producers and 
creators.  

2.1 Staff will participate in a learning culture that embraces high expectations, focusing on inquiry 
and reflective skills to improve practice. 
2.2 Staff will participate in ongoing, relevant professional development to support effective practice 
to improve learning outcomes for all students. 
2.3 Staff will be provided with opportunities to promote and develop Leadership Skills. 
2.4 Staff will develop as digitally capable thinkers, producers and creators.  
 
 
 

3.1 Culturally responsive practice acknowledging firstly our bicultural commitment, providing 
experiences reflecting our community. 
3.2 Develop robust sustainability awareness and practice. 
3.3 Close monitoring of and prompt responsiveness to Health and Safety issues.  
3.4 Develop digital technologies to create smart systems and structures for reporting and 
information purposes. 
 

Me Mahi Tahi Tatou Mo Te Oranga O Te Katoa - We work together for the well-being of everyone 
  
 



 

STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND ANNUAL PLAN FOR 2020 

  
 

STRATEGIC GOAL 1:  STUDENT LEARNING AND ENGAGEMENT   

All students will be recognised as learners, who have access to the curriculum, that is differentiated to their needs, to ensure their success and will be supported to do so. 

Annual Aims (What we want) What, Who, How, When (What we will do?) Our Evidence (What you will see?) 

1.1 Every student will have an individualised 
programme developed in collaboration with their 
family to work towards their hopes and aspirations  

• Review the School’s IEP process, ensuring challenging and 
robust targets which are presented in small and measurable 
steps. WHO – LT – Term 3/4 

• Ensure progress against IEP targets is tracked, monitored and 
reviewed on a termly basis. WHO – LT – Term 3/4 

• Develop whānau communication for IEP reporting via Seesaw, 
sharing regular updates.  WHO – KG – Term 3/4 

• Personalised Learning Plans (PLP) which 
include measurable, specific learning 
outcomes which are tracked and monitored by 
the School termly. 

• Teachers regularly share progress towards PLP 
targets digitally.  

Actual Outcomes / Conclusions and Future Recommendations 

• 2019 Whānau IEP survey - analysed and shared with the staff team.  
What Whānau Valued – opportunity to plan with the teacher & therapists, hearing and seeing the progress their child was making, discovering what 
they have been doing at school, the opportunity to talk to those working with their child.  
Themes for further improvement – regular updates on progress / communication / reporting, evidence of learning.  

• The current annual process was reviewed, ideas gained from the staff team on changes.  

• 2020 IEP process didn’t run to the usual schedule due to COVID-19 lockdowns. However, all families were invited for two face-to-face meetings (term 2 
and 4). A written end of year evaluation was provided and feedback on ideas for 2021 goals requested from parents.  

• New process for 2021 has been documented and revised templates designed. This includes two face-to-face meetings, targets being broken down into 
smaller goals, progress towards these goals will be analysed termly, academic goals and therapy plans to be separated out and made clearer, written 
termly reporting provided to parents, goals to be SMART so it is clear if they are achieved.  

• Future Recommendations – Guidance and support for staff (time booked at the start of term 1, 2021). Ongoing monitoring and progress data collected. 
Feedback sources from whānau.  
 

1.4 Every student will be supported to develop as 
digitally capable thinkers, producers and creators.  
 

• Create a Curriculum Map detailing how students are being 
provided with access to a broad and balanced curriculum, 
including an inquiry or topic focused approach. WHO – LT – 
Term 3/4 

• Digital Technologies Curriculum will be woven through 
teacher’s planning - WHO – KG – Term 3/4 

• Teaching and learning are guided by each 
student’s PLP and the School’s Curriculum 
Map.  

• A Curriculum Map which includes elements of 
the Digital Technologies Curriculum, delivered 
in a relevant and purposeful format for our 
students.  



 

STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND ANNUAL PLAN FOR 2020 

Actual Outcomes / Conclusions and Future Recommendations 

• A Wilson School Curriculum Map has been developed which now includes Digital Technology. Teachers have started to work together collaboratively 
using a shared planning format, this was successfully trialled in Term 4 and will continue in 2021. This ensures we have a broad and balanced curriculum 
that provides coverage of the New Zealand Curriculum, it also encourages a thematic approach to learning. The school is clear that opportunities for 
learning will include work around IEP goals but also other subject areas.  

• A Wilson School Digital Curriculum statement has been developed and focuses on two strands – Designing and Developing Digital Outcomes and 
Computational Thinking. Many of our students use AAC, this has been linked to Computational Thinking.  

• The NZC uses the terms ‘teacher led’ and ‘student’s make decisions’ in relation to designing and developing digital outcomes. We are using an 
ePortfolio platform to meet this area of the curriculum. At the lower P-Levels, all student portfolios are recorded by teachers. As students’ progress, 
opportunities are available for them to take ownership of their portfolio by making choices about content.  

• Future Recommendations – identify areas of good quality practice across the school and allow opportunity for sharing. Enhanced and enriched digital 
opportunities, through professional development and investment in resources.  

 

STRATEGIC GOAL 2:  STAFF 
All staff will work collaboratively in an interdisciplinary and interschool approach to support, share and learn. 

Annual Aims (What we want) What, Who, How, When (What we will do?) Our Evidence (What you will see?) 

2.4 Staff will develop as digitally capable thinkers, 
producers and creators. 
 

 

• Enable coaching and support for staff to recognise the 
benefits of working from files held centrally in SharePoint, 
making this part of everyday practice.  WHO – KG & LT – 
Term 3/4 

• Review the filing structure currently in SharePoint, making it 
more user friendly and easier to follow. WHO – KG – Term 
3/4 

• SharePoint folders will be set up to provide opportunity for 
collaborative working between the lead team and 
administration team. WHO – NK – Term 3/4 

• Begin the process of moving student files into a digital 
format, rather than being held on paper. WHO – LT – Term 4 

• Staff will individually understand how to 
create, use and update files held within 
SharePoint.  

• The filing structure within SharePoint will 
have been developed.  

• Collaborative working and sharing of 
documents between the administrative and 
lead teams.  

• Student information is held centrally.   

Actual Outcomes / Conclusions and Future Recommendations 

• Professional Learning and Development contract with TTS has been utilised to support this area, promoting the use of Digital Technologies and 
supporting staff to become digitally capable. Staff have been provided with whole school development sessions, one-to-one training and ongoing 
support from the leadership team and TTS external facilitator. Throughout 2020 there has been an emphasis on developing digital technologies to 
support remote / home learning.  



 

STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND ANNUAL PLAN FOR 2020 

• Work has been completed to simplify and streamline the school’s use of Sharepoint for digital storage, allowing for student files to be digitised. Training 
was provided for teachers at the end of term 4 with the expectation student files will be digital from Term 1, 2021. The school’s leadership team have 
been using Outlook calendars during terms 3 and 4, this is being rolled out to all staff for 2021. Administrative booking procedures will also move to an 
online format.  

• Future Recommendations – Curriculum / Student files have been set up within a revised SharePoint. Next step will be do develop the new format for 
the Lead Team SharePoint. Need to ensure filing is consistent within the revised system.  

Annual Aims (What we want) What, Who, How, When (What we will do?) Our Evidence (What you will see?) 

2.2 Staff will participate in ongoing, relevant professional 
development to support effective practice to improve 
learning outcomes for all students. 

 

• Continue to work alongside Dr. Sally Clendon, 
focusing on conventional and emergent Literacy 
skills, including group training sessions and in-class 
coaching. WHO – RTL, SM, LU – Term 3/4 

• Continue with the work already started, focusing on 
assessing and tracking reading skills to inform 
planning. WHO – RTL & MT – Term 3/4 

• Teachers will receive personalised and 
developmental feedback and guidance, following in-
class coaching and observation.  

• Teachers will continue to use assessment tools 
developed by Dr. Sally Clendon, to inform planning 
and a personalised approach for each student.  

Actual Outcomes / Conclusions and Future Recommendations 

• Work has continued with Dr Sally Clendon. This has included a mixture of workshops and one-to-one in class support sessions. Several of the workshops 
were delivered remotely during lockdown, this helped to provided opportunity of teachers and TAs to join in. Support continued to focus on guided 
reading, Sally’s work has looked at approaches to learning and activities for learning. One-to-One in-class support sessions have been co-ordinated 
across the school. Sally provides personalised feedback for each teacher she works with; this is also shared with the Leadership team for follow up and 
on-going support.  

• Future Recommendations – The project so far has focused on the development of shared reading, next year this will move into writing. Assessment 
tools provided by Sally are currently being used by the school’s Literacy Team. Work will be completed with all teachers at the start of term 1, upskilling 
everyone on the use of these, helping to make the project more sustainable.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND ANNUAL PLAN FOR 2020 

STRATEGIC GOAL 3:  CULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT 

Our learning community will work in partnership with whánau/families and the wider community to provide a safe, caring, supportive and culturally responsive environment which ensures 

well-being for all. 

Annual Aims (What we want) What, Who, How, Who (What we will do?) Our Evidence (What you will see?) 

3.1 Culturally responsive practice acknowledging firstly 
our bicultural commitment, providing experiences 
reflecting our community. 
 

• Gain and increase local cultural knowledge for the settings of    
base and host schools. WHO – NK & LT – Term 3/4  

• Build relationships with key members of the community. WHO 
– NK & LT – Term 3/4  

• Investigate the local curriculum and plan how it can be 
embedded at Wilson School in 2021. WHO – NK & LT – Term 3/4  

 

• Knowledge used to direct our curriculum from 
2021  

• Links between Wilson School and local cultural 
community  

• Become familiar with local curriculum to be able 
to embed into the Wilson School curriculum.   

 

Actual Outcomes / Conclusions and Future Recommendations 

• Professional Development ‘A critical guide to Māori and Pākehā histories of Aotearoa’ completed with Tamsin Hanley for all Teachers and Therapists. 
Tamsin’s Curriculum programme resource has been embedded into the Wilson School Curriculum Map from term 4 and continues into 2021.  

• The school has developed and a new internal position for 2021 – Kaiwhakaako (Trainer & leader – Kai ~ performer, whaka ~ that enacts, ako ~ learning). 
A broad job description was provided with the advert and recruitment for the position has been finalised. Working alongside the Kaiwhakaako are more 
precise job description has been designed and priorities for the role/school for 2021 have been discussed. This will include school wide support for staff 
to embed Te Reo and Tikanga into practice, help to provide school-wide consistency and also to work on a cultural audit ‘Colouring in the White Spaces’.  

 
 

Annual Aims (What we want) What, Who, How, Who (What we will do?) Our Evidence (What you will see?) 

3.3 Close monitoring of and prompt responsiveness to 
Health and Safety issues.  

 

• Review and develop the School’s system for 
monitoring behaviour, ensuring support and guidance is 
developed timely and effectively.  WHO – LK & NK – 
Term 3/4  

• Health & Safety monitoring and reporting is 
reviewed to quickly identify potential hazards and to 
record ‘near-miss’ events. WHO – LK & NK – Term 3/4  

 

•  Behaviour is closely monitored and relevant support 
is directed where required.   

• Health & Safety processes are embedded, ensuring 
regular checks to identify and rectify potential hazards.   

 



 

STRATEGIC DIRECTION AND ANNUAL PLAN FOR 2020 

Actual Outcomes / Conclusions and Future Recommendations 

• The school’s process for monitoring, recording and supporting behaviour have been reviewed and proformas linked to these revised.  

• Health & Safety processes, including regular monitoring and checks are in place.  

• Both of these processes are linked to the Principal’s Board of Trustees Report and are used to identify and rectify hazards.  

• Following COVID-19, all schools are being encouraged to focus on Well-Being. This has become a priority for students and staff. Staff have access to 
Ministry provided support systems, these have been explained and advertised to allow easy access. Professional Development has also been provided, 
raising awareness of well-being and resilience and providing a range of tools that can be used by staff but also embedded into classroom programmes.  

 

School Wide Progress Data 2021 – P-Level & NZ Curriculum Assessment 

 

The majority of the school population are working within P-Levels, the assessment has been used to track the levels the students are working within. This has 

been banded as P-Level 1 – 3.9, P-Level 4 – 8.9, P-Level 9+ and NZC Level 1. The data has been broken down to track which students have remained within the 

same level band or if they have progressed to the next level. For students working with Level 1, assessment tools such as JAM, BURT and Running Records have 

been used to track progress and identify next steps in learning.  

Comparison Between 2019 and 2020 Data 

Number – Learning 

Level 

% of students Nov 

2019 

% of students Nov 

2020 

 Reading – Learning 

Level 

% of students Nov 

2019 

% of students Nov 

2020 

P-Level 1 – 3.9 32% 29%  P-Level 1 – 3.9 34% 29% 

P-Level 4 – 8.9 44% 40%  P-Level 4 – 8.9 41% 46.5% 

P-Level 9+ 24% 29%  P-Level 9+ 25% 21% 

NZC Level 1 0% 2%  NZC Level 1 0% 3.5% 

 

 



Ph: 489-5648 

P.O. Box 33 1632 

Takapuna AK 0740 

E-mail: admin@wilson.school.nz 

www.wilson.school.nz 

 

 

 

                      Wilson School 
Principal: Neil Kefford 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Kiwisport funding 2020 
 
 
Wilson School received $2179.8 . This money was spent on subsidising the senior students   
to attend the two day outdoor experience at MERC on 3rd and 4th  September 2020 
This includes transport costs including Mobility Taixs.  
 
 
Regards  
 
 
Rosemary Jenkins  
 
 
Nga Mihi  
 
Rosemary Jenkins 
Deputy Principal  
Wilson School  
4895648  
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